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The Discoverer A/T3 utilizes a balanced combination of technology, com-

pounding and design to produce a tire that will perform well in nearly all types 

of terrains. The tread compound enhances wet traction and reduces rolling resis-

tance, while the aggressive tread design significantly improves off-road traction 

without sacrificing highway performance. All traction...all terrain..all the time! 

COOPER 

DISCOVERER  

A/T3 

Standard Limited Warranty 
90,000 km Treadwear Protection 

M+S Rated 

The Discoverer X/T4 provides great on- and off-road performance that you've 

come to expect from Cooper Tire. Advanced compound technology and design 

innovations deliver the added performance necessary to achieve the severe 

snow rating, turning the worst winter conditions into just another season. 

COOPER 
XT/4 

Standard Limited Warranty 
85,000 km Treadwear Protection 

Severe Weather Rated 

M+S Rated 

 

The Discoverer HT3 was designed as a premium light truck commercial high-

way rib tire that provides trusted all-season performance. The tread design of 

the HT3 helps resist abnormal treadwear that is common with commercial vehi-

cles where constant starting, stopping and turning are the norm. 

COOPER 

DISCOVERER 

HT3 

Standard Limited Warranty 
80,000 km Treadwear Protection 

M+S Rated 

The Discoverer S/T MAXX features Cooper’s proven and reliable 3-ply 

“Armor-Tek3®” carcass construction combined with a new, proprietary cut and 

chip resistant tread compound. With that combination along with its modern 

hybrid 4-5 rib tread design and unique tread features, the S/T MAXX is des-

tined to be a commercial grade traction tire that will perform in the toughest 

terrains while retaining remarkable on-road traction, stability and low noise 

characteristics. 

COOPER 

DISCOVERER 

S/T MAXX 

Standard Limited Warranty 
Studdable 

M+S Rated 



The Discoverer STT PRO is Cooper’s most advanced, extreme tire to date! The 

Discoverer STT PRO provides exceptional traction and performance in some of 

the harshest terrains on Earth. The distinctive tread design and compound pro-

vide remarkable on the road performance without sacrificing off-road traction. 

3-Ply Armor-Tek3, silica tread compound, aggressive 3-2 center rib design, 

side-biters and more, all wrapped up in Cooper’s advanced mud terrain tire. 

Push the Discoverer STT PRO to the limits and you’ll “discover” what your 

vehicle is truly capable of! 

COOPER 

DISCOVERER 

STT PRO 

Standard Limited Warranty 
M+S Rated 

The Discoverer S/T is Cooper’s all-purpose, traction tire that is a hybrid of 

three designs – all-terrain, high-void and commercial traction. The Discoverer 

S/T is especially suitable for high-powered, high-torque light trucks where opti-

mum wear and traction are required. 

COOPER 

DISCOVERER S/T 

Standard Limited Warranty 
Studdable 

M+S Rated 

The Discoverer M+S is Cooper’s premium studdable winter SUV/light truck 

tire designed for drivers looking for excellent traction on snow and ice. The 

Discoverer M+S line fits a wide range of SUVs and light trucks, foreign and 

domestic. 

DISCOVERER 

M&S 

Standard Limited Warranty 
Severe Weather Rated 

Studdable 

M+S Rated 

 







HERCULES TERRA TRAC CROSS V 

 

Terra Trac Cross-V: All-Around Performance. One-of-a-kind Tire. 

Citywide to countryside. Main Street shops to mountaintops. The Hercules Terra 

Trac Cross-V makes driving fun.  With its premium construction and serious all-

road capability, the Terra Trac Cross-V offers the versatility and performance you 

need - wherever the road takes you.  Simply put, the Cross-V was engineered to 

perform. 

HERCULES TERRA TRAC A/T 2 

 

The Terra Trac AT II - Tenacious Times Two. 

This premium, all-terrain tire raises the bar on performance and versatility. It is the 

next generation of all-weather, on-and-off-road strength, durability, versatility, 

quiet and design. Terra Trac AT II has the total package – rugged looks with good 

manners and absolute performance. 

HERCULES TERRA TRAC HTS 

 

The Terra Trac HTS delivers the traction, wear-resistance and ride comfort that you 

demand for highway driving. Full-depth wave siping leads the list of the intelligent 

design features, ensuring reliable, all-season traction and cosmetic appeal for the 

life of the tire. The tread design also boasts features that deliver highly responsive 

steering and maneuverability, excellent water evacuation and a quiet ride. The 

Terra Trac HTS is a stand-out example of the value Hercules offers! 

HERCULES TERRA TRAC R/S 
 

Aggressive and versatile, the tough tread compound Terra Trac R/S is designed for 

rugged, all-surface on and off-road applications. The low-void shoulder and wide 

footprint enhance vehicle stability, even during extreme maneuvers.  Built for all-

season performance, the Terra Trac R/S bites through all extreme conditions, offer-

ing powerful all-surface performance including mud, gravel and sand. Puncture 

protection and advanced sidewall construction protects against sidewall impact. 

Perfect for rugged commercial applications. 



HERCULES TERRA TRAC A/T 

 

Whether you’re cruising the highway, breaking snow drifts, riding rocks or mixing 

it up in the mud, the Terra Trac A/T is sure to impress with its incredible versatil-

ity. Our premium all-terrain offering, its sophisticated tread design emphasizes 

traction with five rows of staggered biting blocks, large voids, notched shoulder 

sections and a plethora of sipes. Sizing from 15"-20" certifies that you will find the 

right one for your vehicle. Confidently advance on any ground with the Hercules 

Terra Trac A/T. 

IRONMAN RB- SUV 

 

Excellent handling, all-weather traction and the unbeatable value characterize the 

Ironman RB-SUV. 

IRONMAN ALL COUNTRY A/T 

 

Large tread blocks and deep grooves ensure superb off-road traction. 

Wide angled lateral grooves and void ratio enhance mud, waterm and 

snow evacuation for all-surface traction performance. 

Buttress design enhances traction in muddy conditions and guards against puncture. 

Tread compound adds longevoty and promotes enhanced wet traction. 

M+S Rated. 

IRONMAN IMOVE SUV 
 

Modern, asymmetrical tread design for exceptional water evacuation, a smooth ride 

and stylish good looks. Available in large diameter, low profile sizes specifically 

for plus sizing on SUVs and pick-ups. 



HERCULES TRAIL DIGGER M/T 

 

Mud, sand, gravel and rocks, bring them on. With its huge staggered tread blocks 

and aggressively notched shoulder lugs, the Trail Digger M/T was designed to de-

liver maximum traction under the most treacherous conditions, all while providing 

good on-road manners. The Trail Digger M/T is also studdable for use in winter 

climates. The size range includes 15"-20" with select sizes featuring our tough 3-

ply sidewall technology for even more resistance to punctures and cutting. When 

superlative traction is your desire, look no further than the Trail Digger M/T. 

IRONMAN ALL COUNTRY M/T 

 

Groove design enhances durability by protecting against stone drilling and punc-

ture. 

Shoulder blocks easily shovel away mud, silt and sand and provdie side-biting trac-

tion on off-road surfaces. 

Staggered buttress design increases off-road capability and guards against high 

sidewall cut and abrasions. 

Void ratio effectively promotes self-cleaning capability in muddy conditions. 

3-ply sidewall protects against cutting and tearing in off-road situations. 

Studdable tread for extra "bite" in severe weather applications. 

HERCULES AVALANCHE XTREME 

 

Formulated with a winter-specific compound to enhance traction on snow and ice, 

the Hercules Avalanche X-Treme provides a biting grip and solid assurance. 

HERCULES TERRA TRAC D/T 
 

Aggressive and uncompromising, the deep tread Terra Trac D/T is a premium, 

multi-purpose traction tire designed for a range of on and off-road applications. 

The versatile Terra Trac D/T not only excels on any surface like an all-terrain tire, 

but digs in to maximize power and efficiency in extreme conditions or tough com-

mercial applications. Built for all-season performance, the Terra Trac D/T also fea-

tures enhanced stud-hole placements for solid winter traction. 



IRONMAN RB-LT 

 

Excellent handling, all-weather traction and the unbeatable value characterize the 

Ironman RB-LT. 

IHERCULES ROADTOUR XUV 

 

Engineered to complement today's crossovers and SUVs, the Roadtour XUV deliv-

ers polished motoring in an effortless fashion. The clean overall design exhibits a 

stylish sidewall and an uncomplicated 5-rib tread pattern that effectively provides a 

comfortable ride, excellent traction and impeccable road manners. The special 

compounding helps contribute to a lower rolling resistance, improving efficiency 

and ensuring a long tread life. When it comes time to replace the original equip-

ment tires on your CUV, the Roadtour XUV is a brilliant choice. 

HERCULES TERRA TRAC CROSS-V 

 

Citywide to countryside. Main Street shops to mountaintops. The Hercules Terra 

Trac Cross-V makes driving fun.  With its premium construction and serious all-

road capability, the Terra Trac Cross-V offers the versatility and performance you 

need - wherever the road takes you.  Simply put, the Cross-V was engineered to 

perform. 

HERCULES RAPTIS VR1 
 

Developed specifically for the modern sport sedan or coupe, the subtle asymmetric 

tread design and stylish sidewall are sure to add flair to your vehicle. With biting 

edges in the outer groove, traction and handling are enhanced under all conditions, 

including light snow. With sizes ranging from 15"-17", we have the most popular 

OE fitments available for you. Make the most of your drive - every day. 



HERCULES RAPTIS HR1 

 

Developed specifically for the modern sport sedan or coupe, the subtle asymmetric 

tread design and stylish sidewall are sure to add flair to your vehicle. With biting 

edges in the outer groove, traction and handling are enhanced under all conditions, 

including light snow. With sizes ranging from 14"-16", we have the most popular 

OE fitments available for you. Make the most of your drive - every day. 

HERCULES TOUR 4 PLUS 

 

Welcome to the stylish Tour 4.0 plus, a versatile, all-season tire designed to take on 

anything Mother Nature might put forth. The sleek asymmetric tread combines 

large, solid outer shoulder blocks and two wide channels for stable handling while 

the inner tread design incorporates deep water channels and extra siping for excel-

lent traction in inclement weather conditions. Performance tire look with all-season 

capabilities makes the Tour 4.0 plus an attractive choice for your vehicle. 

HERCULES HP 4000 

 

Developed for dependable performance, the H/P 4000 demonstrates our dedication 

to producing high quality, affordable performance tires. Available with a smooth 

raised white lettered sidewall in all the right sizes for your vintage and/or modern 

muscle car. Large multi-siped tread blocks taper into a rounded shoulder to provide 

sure-footed traction under all conditions. A wide solid center-rib helps to deliver 

straight line stability at higher speeds as well as ensuring constant rubber to road 

contact. Put us to the test and stand out in the crowd with the H/P 4000. 

IRONMAN IMOVE 
 

Performance driving characteristics, including low rolling resistance, a smooth ride 

and year-round traction. 



HERCULES RAPTIS WR1 

 

Offering a remarkable road personality that blends crisp handling, exceptional re-

sponsiveness and ultimate grip with a smooth, quiet and confident ride. The mod-

ern asymmetric tread design efficiently evacuates water to deliver optimum road 

contact under wet conditions. 

Sharp looks and impressive performance, our flagship high performance tire - Rap-

tis WR1. 

HERCULES ROADTOUR 655 

 

With 30 sizes ranging from 14"-17" and speed ratings of V, H and T, the affordable 

Roadtour655 has all the bases covered. The computer designed touring tread design 

emphasizes the most desirable tire characteristics of today: low rolling resistance 

tread compounding, noise and vibration suppression, all-season traction, enhanced 

handling qualities and longevity. The Hercules Roadtour , your silent partner for 

safe, comfortable and effortless driving. 

IRONMAN TOURING PRO 

 

All-season tread design delivers dependable traction performance. 

Radial ply construction provides ride comfort and improves handling. 

Vintage appeal blends with updated design for a modern classic. 

Complete offering available in whitewall 70/75 series. 

M+S Rated. 

IRONMAN RB12 
 

The Ironman RB-12 delivers 365 days a year. And with 21 sizes, this all-season 

touring tire accommodates a wide scope of popular vehicles. And that's just for 

starters. 



All-Terrain T/A® KO2 
 

Off-Road Tires, Truck Tires, Winter Tires 

All Season Tire Winter Tire 

BFGoodrich's toughest All-Terrain tire ever. 

Long Trail T/A® Tour 
 

Truck Tires, Everyday Tires 

All Season Tire 

High-level performance for crossovers and SUV's that are in 

it for the long haul. 

Mud-Terrain T/A® KM2 

 
Off-Road Tires, Truck Tires 

All Season Tire 

The no-limits tire for serious off-road enthusiasts. 

Mud-Terrain T/A® KM 
 

Off-Road Tires, Truck Tires 

All Season Tire 

Named one of the 10 most influential off-road products. 

Radial Long Trail T/A® 

 
Truck Tires, Everyday Tires 

All Season Tire 

The all-season tire that's ideal for pickups ans SUVs. 

Rugged Trail T/A® 

 
Truck Tires 

All Season Tire 

On and off-road performance for popular 



Krawler™ T/A® KX 

Off-Road Tires 

All Season Tire 

Winner of more rock-crawling championships than all other tires combined.1 All BFGoodrich® Krawler(TM) T/A® KX 

tires are L-speed-rated. Do not use at speeds in excess of 120 km/h. All BFGoodrich® Krawler(TM) T/A® KX tires are C-

load-rated. Do not use in applications that exceed the maximum load capacity of the tire. 



TractiveGroove Technology™ offers enhanced traction in deep mud 

and snow 

Self-Cleaning Shoulder Blocks clear the tread of debris for enhanced 

dirt, gravel and mud traction 

Highly angled center tread blocks enhance traction and lateral stabil-

ity while reducing road noise 

Rim protector helps protect wheels from accidental curb damage 

LT sizes pinned For #16 Metal Studs† for enhanced traction in win-

ter driving conditions  See details 

Eligible for a 50,000 mi./80,000 km Tread Life Limited Warranty on 

standard load sizes. 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER DURATRAC 

Enhanced fuel efficiency provided by an innovative, lower rolling 

resistance tread compound 

All-season traction thanks to wide circumferential grooves and full-

depth sipes that help provide a confident grip on wet, dry and snowy 

roads 

Quiet ride on the highway due to an optimized tread pattern 

Long tread life because of an enhanced tread design 

Rugged appearance from the tread pattern to the sidewall design 

Eligible for a 65,000 mi./105,000 km Tread Life Limited Warranty 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER FORTITUDE HT 

DuPont Kevlar reinforced sidewalls help increase sidewall puncture 

resistance by 35%**  See details 

Hardworking wraparound tread helps to deliver sidewall traction in 

deep mud, sand, and rocks 

Innovative asymmetric tread design helps provide aggressive off-

road traction and enhanced handling on the road 

Advanced silica rubber for superb off-road and wet traction 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty See Details 

DuPont ™ and Kevlar® are trademarks or registered trademarks of 

E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER MT/R WITH KEVLAR 



All-season tread design helps provide traction in a variety of condi-

tions 

Large tread blocks help provide a stable footprint and confident han-

dling 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty  

GOODYEAR WRANGLER A/T 

Self-cleaning Dual Traction Lug Channels™ help provide superb 

mud, water, and snow evacuation for all-surface traction 

Wraparound shoulder design improves appearance and enhances off-

road traction 

Wide, deep lateral grooves enhance snow and on- and off-road trac-

tion 

Tough tread compound helps deliver rugged off-road handling 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty  

GOODYEAR WRANGLER AT/S 

Rugged strength provided by a layer of DuPont™ Kevlar® 

Helps prevent cuts in the sidewall with its Durawall™ Technology 

Versatile off-road traction in wet, muddy conditions as a result of its 

open tread pattern 

Superb traction in the snow and rain thanks to its tread compound 

and biting edges that help grip the road 

Eligible for a 60,000 mi./95,000 km Tread Life Limited War-

ranty**  See details 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty See Tire Warranty Details 

LT sizes include two layers of Kevlar, 30% more steel†† for en-

hanced toughness, and a Severe Snow Conditions Symbol¥ for win-

ter weather driving  See details 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER ALL TERRAIN ADVENTURE 



Enhanced tread offers toughness in on- and off-road conditions 

Jagged tread blocks help provide traction in wet conditions and en-

hance lateral stability 

Open tread pattern helps deliver enhanced off-road traction 

Rim protector helps protect wheels against accidental curb damage 

Eligible for a 50,000 mi./80,000 km Tread Life Limited Warranty on 

P-Metric sizes and a 45,000 mi./75,000 km Tread Life Limited War-

ranty on LT sizes 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty See Details 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER ARMORTRAC 

All-season traction and performance handling make this tire a popu-

lar Original Equipment choice 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER HP 

Patented, all-season tread design helps provide year-round traction 

Circumferential channels help provide dependable wet traction 

Solid center rib offers a smooth ride, long life, and even treadwear 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER HT 



Optimized tread design helps provide traction in a variety of condi-

tions 

Large tread blocks help deliver a stable footprint and confident han-

dling 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER RADIAL 

Zigzag microgrooves offer enhanced traction in rain, snow and ice 

Wide circumferential grooves help move water away from the tread 

for enhanced traction in rain 

Exclusive wet traction compound helps provide traction on wet roads 

Eligible for a 50,000 mi./80,000 km Tread Life Limited Warranty 

(Excludes LT sizes). 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER SR-A 

An extra layer made with dupont™ kevlar® enhances toughness and 

soaks up road noise 

Durawall™ technology helps resist cuts and punctures to sidewalls 

Traction ridges help provide off-road traction in wet, muddy condi-

tions 

Open tread pattern helps deliver enhanced off-road traction 

Rim protector helps protect wheels against accidental curb damage 

Eligible for a 50,000 mi./80,000 km Tread Life Limited Warranty 

Eligible for the Highway Auto and Light Truck Tire Replacement 

Limited Warranty 

GOODYEAR WRANGLER SILENTARMOR 



SAVERO HT2 
 

PREMIUM HIGHWAY ALL SEASON 

The new generation Savero HT2 premium all-season tire is for SUV and light truck 

owners who really enjoy driving; the tire’s tread pattern design provides unparalled 

handling and control in wet and dry conditions. 

ADVENTURO A/T3 
 

ON / OFF ROAD ALL TERRAIN 

The Adventuro AT3 is an all terrain tire designed for light truck and SUV drivers 

wanting aggressive looks with civilized on-road manners. The Adventuro AT3 pro-

vides excellent handling and wet grip, with a comfortable ride on-road, and superb off

-road capability. 

ADVENTURO M/T 

 
OFF ROAD MAXIMUM TRACTION 

For the “mudders” out there, the Adventuro M/T mud terrain tire for light trucks and 

SUVs features the most aggressive tread pattern in the GT Radial family; perfect for 

conquering rough, harsh, muddy, or snowy terrains. 

SAVERO KOMODO M/T PLUS 

 
OFF ROAD MAXIMUM TRACTION 

Komodo M/T Plus is a maximum traction mud terrain tire for extreme off road driving. 

It provides improved traction, handling and control on mud and rocky terrain. To han-

dle abuse from the most demanding off road conditions, choose the rugged Komodo 

M/T Plus. 



SAVERO A/T PLUS 

 
ALL TERRAIN LIGHT TRUCK & SUV 

For those who enjoy driving light trucks and SUVs on and off the highway, the all-

terrain Savero AT delivers a smooth, secure highway ride along with stability and 

traction for off-road excursions. 

ADVENTURO A/T 
 

- All terrain tire for light trucks and SUVs 

 

- For drivers with a daily mix of on- and off-highway use 

 

- Excellent traction and cornering grip 

SAVERO HT PLUS 
 

All-season highway comfort and control for pick-ups, light trucks and SUVs 

 

- Superior handling in wet conditions 

 

- Dependable handling and quiet comfort on dry pavement 

ADVENTURO A/T II 

 
- All terrain tire with outstanding off-road capabilities 

 

- Aggressive look and performance 

 

- Self-cleaning block design for greater grip and traction 


